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Abstract: 

Zirconium alloys used in nuclear reactors undergo irradiation creep, which consists of a 
visco-plastic deformation activated by irradiation occurring under constant load. However, 
the fundamental underlying mechanisms have not been unraveled yet. A new high-stress 
irradiation creep mechanism for recrystallized Zircaloy-4 has recently been proposed based 
on in situ ion irradiation deformation experiments. A displacement cascade is assumed to 
induce a direct unpinning of a dislocation from an irradiation defect if the cascade occurs 
within an effective volume around the pinning point. In the present work, a systematic 
molecular dynamics study was performed to investigate the effect of a 20 keV cascade 
occurring near <a>-screw dislocation pinned on an interstitial <a>-loop. The direct release of 
dislocations by displacement cascades is predicted by the simulations. This release is more 
likely around the pinning points and with increasing stress, in agreement with experimental 
observations. The effective volume is roughly estimated for three stress levels equal to 
0.89��, 0.93�� and 0.97��, with �� being the critical stress for unpinning (without 
irradiation). A mechanism is proposed suggesting that unpinning occurs when the 
displacement cascade encompasses, at its peak of damage, the two pinning points of the 
dislocation. A methodology requiring acceptable computation time has been implemented 
to estimate the effective volume for various cascade energies and loop characteristics, 
faithfully reproducing the MD results. The mean pinning lifetime calculated using the model 
provides values of the same order of magnitudes as in the in situ deformation experiments 
under ion irradiation at high stress levels.  

Keywords: Irradiation, Creep, Zirconium, Molecular dynamics 

Graphical Abstract:  

 

1. Introduction 
 

Zirconium alloys are used in Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) as claddings and structural 

materials for the low thermal neutron absorption cross section, good corrosion resistance, 

high melting point and adequate mechanical properties [1]. However, these claddings are 

subjected to fast neutron fluxes, high stresses and high temperatures, which lead to 
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significant microstructure changes and macroscopic deformations [2]. The two main 

irradiation-induced macroscopic deformation modes are irradiation creep and stress-free 

growth [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7].  

Irradiation creep, which consists of a visco-plastic deformation occurring at temperatures 

below 0.3Tm under constant load and activated by irradiation, has been widely investigated 

ever since it was observed in the first nuclear reactors [8, 9, 10]. The creep parameters and 

their dependence on neutron flux and fluence, temperature, stress and material variables 

have been measured using in-reactor uniaxial or biaxial creep, shear (with helical springs) 

and stress-relaxation using bending tests [11, 12, 4]. Many theoretical mechanisms have 

been proposed for this phenomenon [13, 14, 15, 16, 6], all involving atomic displacements 

and creation of vacancies and interstitials under fast neutron irradiation, but differing in the 

fate of the point defects: (1) preferred absorption of point defects by dislocations depending 

on the orientation of the applied stress also called Stress-Induced Preferential Absorption 

(SIPA); (2) preferred nucleation of interstitial loops also called Stress-Induced Preferential 

loop Nucleation (SIPN); (3) unfaulting of interstitial loops; (4) climb-enhanced glide; (5) 

enhanced recovery mechanisms; (6) internal-stress-driven creep due to irradiation growth. 

However, there is very few experimental evidence and thus limited basis to assess the 

relevant controlling mechanisms [17].  

Very recently, Gaumé et al. [18] performed in situ ion irradiation (1 MeV Kr+, flux 6.1014 

ions/m²/s, final fluence ranged between 1 – 3.1018 ions/m²) on recrystallized Zircaloy-4 

under controlled displacement mode inside a transmission electron microscope (TEM). The 

experiments were performed at room temperature and at higher temperatures, in the range 

between 350°C to 450°C. Displacement on the tensile specimen was applied until the 

detection of the first dislocation movements. The applied displacement was then stopped 

with the load progressively relaxing due to overall dislocation motion. The experiments were 

thus performed at high stress levels just below the critical stress for dislocation motion. 

Then, periods of few tens of seconds with and without irradiation were imposed. After the 

dislocations were first pinned on irradiation-induced point defects, a stop-and-go dislocation 

motion was observed: when the ion beam was off, the dislocations were pinned on 

irradiation-induced defects, and once the ion beam was switched on, if the stress level was 

high enough, the dislocations started to glide, thus bypassing the irradiation defects. Based 

on these observations, Gaumé et al. [18] proposed a new high-stress irradiation creep 

mechanism for zirconium alloys. The displacement cascades are assumed to induce directly 

the unpinning of dislocations locked on irradiation-induced point defects clusters. A 

dislocation unpins when a cascade occurs within an effective volume (V���) around its pinning 

point. Based on several dislocation motion observations, the lifetime (��) of the pinning 

points was estimated to be around 25 seconds at room temperature and 6 seconds at 380°C. 

Kelly and Foreman [19] proposed a similar pinning-unpinning model under irradiation for 

graphite.  

Previous simulation studies of displacement cascades in α-zirconium, especially with 

Molecular Dynamics (MD), mainly focused on the creation of irradiation-induced defects [20, 

21]. The effects of temperature [22, 23], strain [24], and the presence of an edge dislocation 
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[25] on the creation of irradiation defects by displacement cascades have been investigated. 

Furthermore, numerous MD studies have been carried out to study dislocation interaction 

with irradiation-induced point defects in α-zirconium [26, 27, 28]. Serra et al. [27] used MD 

to simulate the interaction between 1/3 < ��� > {11�00} dislocations and 1/3 <
��� > interstitial loops. The authors showed that the obstacle resistance is stronger for 

screw dislocations in comparison with edge dislocations, the strongest configuration 

corresponding to a loop and a screw dislocation interacting to form a helical turn. For 

instance, when the Burgers vectors of the screw dislocation and the loop are parallel, the 

formation of a helical turn occurs if the loop intercepts the glide plane of the dislocation. 

Regardless of the configuration that induces the formation of the helical turn, the critical 

stress, which is the stress level necessary for the release of the dislocation, remains the 

same.  

To our knowledge, no MD study about the impact of displacement cascades on dislocation 

interactions with irradiation defects has been performed up to now. In this work, we 

investigate, with MD, the cascade-induced unpinning of a 1/3 < ��� > {11�00} screw 

dislocation forming a helical turn with an 1/3 < ��� > {11�00} interstitial loop. The 

objective is to unravel the necessary conditions to trigger the dislocation unpinning by 

displacement cascades. In order to reach this objective, the effects of the primary-knock-on 

atom (PKA) position and of the stress level on the unpinning are systematically studied and 

the effective volume around the pinning point is estimated (section III). A new irradiation 

creep model is then proposed based on these MD calculations (section IV) and the results 

are compared to Gaumé et al. [18] experimental observations in terms of mean pinning 

lifetime (section V).  

2. MD simulation method  

2.1. Interaction dislocation / loop 

All the simulations were performed using the LAMMPS code [29]. The embedded atom 

method (EAM) potential #3 for HCP-Zr developed by Mendelev and Ackland [30] was used to 

describe the interatomic interactions. Previous studies have shown that this potential 

provides a realistic description of stacking fault energies and dislocation properties [31, 32, 

27], and of primary collision cascades [33, 25].  

The dimensions of the Zr-crystal simulation box are equal to 112� × 64� × 48�√3. The MD 

box contains thus approximatively 1 376 400 atoms. As shown in Figure 1.a, the �, � and   

directions correspond to the HCP crystal axes [112�0], [0001], [1�100]. Periodic boundary 

conditions were applied in the � direction and Y direction.  

A perfect crystal is first generated with the selected orientation. A screw dislocation with a 

Burgers vector # =  �/3 < ��� > is introduced into the MD box using the periodic array 

of dislocations model (PAD) [34] [35]. After relaxation of the system, atoms are added in 

interstitial positions following a rectangular pattern to generate an interstitial loop 

containing 144 SIAs. A rectangular shaped loop instead of a more realistic circular loop is 

chosen in order to reproduce the same configuration as in Ref. [27]. The dimensions are 

approximately equal to 3.1 nm × 3.4 nm, with the center of the loop lying on the dislocation 
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glide plane. As mentioned before, if the screw dislocation and the loop have the same 

Burgers vector, the strongest obstacle (helical turn) is formed when the loop intercepts the 

glide plane of the dislocation.  

 

 

Figure 1 – Boundary conditions (using the CNA method): (a) for the interaction of the dislocation with the loop – 

(b) for the cascade calculations. 

As in Ref. [27], the crystal, containing both a screw dislocation and an interstitial dislocation 

loop, is first thermally equilibrated at 300 K for 50 ps with a time-step of 5 fs. The crystal is 

divided into three layers along the  -direction. In the top and bottom layers (each one 

corresponding to 2.5�√3), the atoms are held in fixed positions with respect to each other. 

No constraint is imposed to the atoms of the middle layer. In order to induce the glide of the 

dislocation, a shear strain %&' corresponding to a strain rate of 107 s-1 is applied to the atoms 

of the top layer while the atoms of the bottom layer are held fixed. The corresponding shear 

stress is calculated using Eq. (1), where (& is the force applied by the free atoms of the 

middle layer on the atoms of the upper layer: 

� =  )*
+*+, .                                                                     (1) 

The critical (or unpinning) stress �� is taken to be the shear stress necessary for the release 

of the dislocation without cascade.  

The post-processing is performed using the processing and visualization software OVITO 

[36]. The common neighbor analysis method (CNA [37]) is used to display the atoms not in 

ideal HCP lattice structure and the dislocation extraction algorithm (DXA [38]) is used to 

identify the dislocation defects. These methods are both implemented in OVITO [36]. 

As described by Serra and Bacon [27], during the interaction of the screw dislocation with 

the interstitial loop, a left-handed helical turn is formed when the dislocation absorbs the 

loop. As the stress increases, the helical turn first expands to reduce its energy and then 

shortens until it closes for a critical stress at 300 K �� = 230 MPa. The dislocation is thus 

released and resumes its glide. Yet as shown in Figure 2, in our MD simulations, we observed 

a phenomenon that was not explicitly described in Ref. [27]. Before the helical turn 
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shortening, one of the basal segments cross slips to the prismatic plane and then lengthens 

under increasing stress. Its endpoints, referred to in the following as the pinning points of 

the dislocation (represented by two orange points in the Figure 2) come closer and finally 

meet to form the new released screw dislocation. 

 

Figure 2 – Snapshots showing the time evolution of the core atoms (using the CNA method) of the screw 

dislocation and interstitial loop during their interaction; the green arrows point toward the cross-slipped 

segments, and the large orange points represent the endpoints of this segment; the dislocation segments are 

displayed according to their type: the green and the orange segments are respectively in the prismatic and 

basal planes.  

2.2. Cascade effect on pinned dislocation 

The atomic positions corresponding to different large strain levels (and thus high stress 

levels) prior to the unpinning are first extracted to carry out MD calculations of cascades on 

these new configurations. The stress levels investigated in this study are 0.86��, 0.89��, 

0.93�� and 0.97��. The atoms of the top and bottom layers along the  -direction are fixed: 

the total strain is held constant (each strain level corresponding to one of the chosen stress 

levels), as shown in Figure 1.b. The crystal is first thermally equilibrated at 300 K for 50 ps 

with a time step of 5 fs. Then, the cascade is generated by transferring an energy of 20 keV 

to a chosen atom (PKA). The corresponding velocity is always applied along the  -direction 

[1�100]. This direction is chosen both because it is not a dense direction of the HCP crystal 

and for practical reasons since there is only a translation over the Z axis (with a magnitude 

depending on the cascade energy) between the PKA position and the cascade center. The 

different PKA positions selected for each stress level will be detailed in sections 3.1 and 3.2. 

A variable time step is set so that the limit in distance travelled by the atoms is less than 1% 

of the lattice constant. The simulations are run for 150 000 time steps, which represents 

approximately 100 ps.  

3. MD simulation results 

3.1. Impact of the PKA position 

In order to investigate the impact of the PKA position, a grid (represented in Figure 3) of 60 Å 

× 50 Å × 40 Å with a mesh size of 10 Å × 5 Å × 5 Å is defined around the helical turn for a 

stress level of 0.86��. As a result, 693 PKA positions can be investigated. This grid lies under 

the dislocation glide plane since every PKA is given a velocity along - -axis ([1�100]., and 

therefore generates a displacement cascade above it. 
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In the following, the PKAs that induced and did not induce the unpinning of the dislocation 

are respectively referred to as “efficient” and “inefficient” PKAs. 

 

Figure 3 – Grid of PKAs investigated for a stress level of 0.86��: the dislocation pinned on the loop is represented 

in blue, the two large orange dots represent the pinning points of the dislocation, and the small grey dots 

represent the investigated PKAs.  

Figure 4 shows the evolution of a dislocation pinned on a loop in a case where the unpinning 

was triggered by the displacement cascade. Although it is not clear what happens at the 

cascade peak of damage, it appears that, the PKA is “efficient” when the cascade is 

generated around the helical turn, encompassing the pinning points of the dislocation. The 

dislocation is then released due to the reorganization of atoms during the cascade 

relaxation. Furthermore, in most cases, the residual loop is partially destructed by the 

cascade. After the relaxation of the cascade, it is distorted and its size is reduced by around 

50 % of its initial area. The interstitials, in excess, are distributed over several small clusters 

around the residual loop. As represented in Figure 5, in the cases where the PKA is 

“inefficient”, the pinning points of the dislocation are not entirely encompassed by the 

cascade at its damage peak, suggesting that the unpinning occurs when the cascade covers 

both pinning points of the dislocation. 
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Figure 4 – Snapshots showing time evolution of core atoms (using the CNA method) in a case where the 

unpinning of the dislocation is triggered (the video can be found in the Supplementary data). 

 

Figure 5 – Snapshots showing time evolution of core atoms (using the CNA method) in a case where the 

unpinning of the dislocation is not activated (the video can be found in the Supplementary data). 

Figure 6 shows the results of the simulations in the form of histograms for the unpinning 

probability as a function of position of the PKA for the �-axis [112�0], �-axis [0001], and  -
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axis [1�100]. Over the �-axis (Figure 6.a), the unpinning is more often observed when the 

PKAs occur at around half-way between the two pinning points of the dislocation 

(represented by the two large yellow dots). The “efficient” PKAs are preferentially located 

over the �-axis near the two pinning points (Figure 6.b). Over the  -axis (Figure 6.c), the 

unpinning is more likely for a PKA located 3 to 5 nm below the dislocation glide plane. These 

results suggest again that the unpinning occurs when the cascade covers up both pinning 

points of the dislocation, as depicted in Figure 4. Nevertheless, the unpinning activation 

keeps an intrinsic probabilistic nature, supposedly due to the random choice, in MD 

calculations, of initial atomic positions and velocities around the equilibrium, which induces 

heterogeneities in the shape of the cascade. This highlights, once again, that the unpinning 

activation heavily depends on the shape and position of the cascade with respect to the 

pinning points.  

 

Figure 6 – Histograms of the unpinning probability as a function of the position of the PKA: (a) along the �-axis 

[112�0]; (b) along the �-axis [0001]; (c) along the  -axis [1�100]. 

3.2. Impact of the applied stress level 

Calculations are performed for three strain levels (prior to the unpinning) corresponding to 

stresses of approximatively 0.89��, 0.93�� and 0.97��. Two mesh levels are defined: a coarse 

mesh of 120 Å × 160 Å × 120 Å with a mesh size of 40 Å (80 PKA positions) and a refined 

mesh of 30 Å × 30 Å × 30 Å with a mesh size of 10 Å (64 PKA positions). The results are 
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represented in Figure 7. They show that the number and spatial extent of the “efficient” 

PKAs increase with the magnitude of the stress. 

 

Figure 7 – MD simulations at 3 stress levels: (a) and (d), (b) and (e), (c) and (f) represent the dislocation and the 

results for the refined and the coarse mesh for stress levels of respectively 0.89��, 0.93��  and 0.97��), the helical 

turn is represented in blue, the large green dots represent the “efficient” PKAs and the small red dots represent 

the “inefficient” PKAs.  

One of the key parameters defined by Gaumé et al. [18] is the effective volume around the 

pinning points, which is the fictitious volume in which the unpinning is always activated if the 

PKA is located inside. Considering that the meshed volume /0�12 in the case of the coarse 

mesh is large enough to contain all the possible “efficient” PKAs, one can roughly estimate 

this effective volume from the total unpinning probability 3 in the meshed volume: /��� =
3 4 /0�12. The effective volume is independent of the volume /0�12. The results at the 

three stress levels investigated using the coarse mesh (0.89��, 0.93�� and 0.97��) are 

presented in Table 1. The effective volume increases with the stress, which is consistent with 

the fact that as the stress increases, the two pinning points come closer and are more likely 

to be encompassed within the cascade.  

The MD calculations have indicated that, for cascades resulting from a 20 keV energy PKA, 

the unpinning of the dislocation can occur and is more likely when the cascade covers both 

pinning points of the dislocation. Moreover, the effective volume increases with the stress, 

most probably resulting from the fact that the two pinning points come closer together with 

increasing stress.  

Table 1 - Effective volumes estimated with the coarse mesh for cascades resulting from a 20 keV energy PKA. 

Stress (MPa)  Effective volume /��� (nm3) 

0.89�� 136.9 nm3 

0.93�� 205.3 nm3 

0.97�� 775.6 nm3 

 

4. Closed-form model 
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4.1. Unpinning mechanism 

The model developed to calculate the effective volume, without having to perform a 

statistical study of the possible unpinning of a dislocation by a cascade using molecular 

dynamics, is based on the assumption that for the unpinning to occur, the cascade must 

encompass both pinning points of the dislocation. If a cascade is considered spherical, as 

shown in Figure 8, and given the symmetry of the problem, the effective volume 

corresponds then to the intersection of two spheres having a radius equal to the cascade 

radius 7� and having the centers separated by a distance ∆9::;<�., which is the distance 

between the two pinning points. This distance depends on the characteristics of the loop 

microstructure (dimensions and box size), and, as mentioned earlier, it decreases with the 

stress. Even though the cascades are not strictly spherical, we consider that, on average, due 

to the random orientation of the cascade, they can be approximated by a sphere with radius 

7�.  

 

Figure 8 – Display of the “efficient” cascades in the proposed mechanism: the red and green points represent 

the two pinning points of the dislocation. The red and green spheres represent the centers of the cascades that 

intersects each pinning point, the “efficient” cascades lie in the intersection of both spheres, small black dots 

and black dotted lines represent possible cascades centers and extension.  

Under this hypothesis, for a given loop and a PKA energy =>?@, the effective volume /���
9::;

 

can be calculated as follows:  

If 7� < ∆ABBC<D.
E  , then: 

/���
9::; <�, =>?@. = 0 .                                                                        (2) 
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If 7� H ∆ABBC<D.
E  , then: 

/���
9::; <�,  =>?@. = I

JE <47�<=>?@. - ∆9::;.<27�<=>?@. K ∆9::;<�..E .                              (3) 

Therefore, the determination of the effective volume is reduced to purely geometrical 

considerations that require the calculations of only two parameters: the cascade radius, 

7�<=>?@. and the distance between the two pinning points, ∆9::;<�..  

4.2. Determination of the distance ∆LMMN<O. 

As mentioned before, during the interaction between the dislocation and the loop, one of 

the basal segments needs to cross-slip to the prismatic plane to form the new screw 

dislocation segment (and create pinning points). Since a high stress mechanism is addressed, 

we only consider here stress levels above 0.6�P.  

The pinning points come closer with increasing stress (Figure 7). In order to determine the 

pinning points spacing ∆9::;<�., the dislocation is extracted using the DXA module at each 

time-step of a MD simulation dealing with the interaction of a dislocation with a loop 

without cascade. The distance ∆9::;<�. between the two pinning points is monitored. Figure 

9 represents the decrease of ∆9::; with increasing stress.  

 

Figure 9 – Variation of the distance ∆QRRS between the two pinning points during the contraction of the helical 

turn, the dislocation shape is displayed for different stress levels using the MD DXA module, the dislocation 

segments are displayed according to their type: the green and the orange segments are respectively in prismatic 

and basal planes.  

4.3. Determination of the cascade radius TU<VWXY. 

4.3.1. Estimate of the cascade radius  

Given ∆9::;<�. and using Eq. (3), the effective volume can be estimated for several test 

cascade radii for the three stress levels investigated in the previous MD simulations (0.89�P, 

0.93��, and 0.97��). The Figure 10 represents the effective volume for test cascade radii in 

between 6 and 8.5 nm. The MD and the test effective volumes appear to follow a similar 

trend, which shows that Eq. (3) is in good agreement with the MD results. The test cascade 

radius that is consistent with the MD calculations lies in between 7 and 7.6 nm. This range 

will be compared in the following to the actual cascade radius. 
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Figure 10 - Comparison of the effective volume obtained with the coarse mesh in MD with the test effective 

volume using different cascade radii for three stress levels. 

 

4.3.2. Determination of the cascade radius using MD simulations 

To determine the cascade radius, 10 MD calculations per PKA energy of single cascades 

without dislocations were performed for PKA energies of 5, 10, 15 and 20 keV. The irregular 

atoms were displayed using the adaptive Common Neighbor Analysis module of OVITO [36]. 

The convex-hull of these irregular atoms was then calculated. In Figure 11.a, a 10 keV 

cascade is displayed and its convex-hull is represented by black lines. The cascade radius 7� 

is calculated from the cascade volume /� as 7� = Z3/� 4[\]
.  

The results for the different PKA energies are represented in Figure 12. Nonetheless, as 

shown in Figure 11.a, the convex-hull interior volume overestimates the cascade size and 

can be considered as an upper limit. To better fit the cascade shape, the “Construct surface 

mesh” [39] module of OVITO [36] was then used. After determining the convex-hull of the 

irregular atoms, this module removes parts of the convex-hull using a probe radius. The 

cascade radii corresponding to a probe radius Ŝ equal to the nearest neighbor atom 

separation ( Ŝ = 3.2 Å) are represented in Figure 12.a. Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 

11.a, some parts of the cascade are not included in the volume defined by the “Construct 

surface mesh” [39] module (in green), which suggests that the probe radius is too small. The 

cascade radius thus defined is a lower limit. The cascade size therefore lies in between the 

two extreme values obtained using the convex-hull of the cascade and the “Construct 

surface mesh” [39] module. Thus, for a cascade resulting from a 20 keV PKA, the cascade 

radius lies in a range between 5.6 nm and 8.0 nm, which includes the previously estimated 

test cascade radii consistent with the MD calculations.  

Moreover, in order to check the influence of the PKA velocity direction, 15 calculations were 

performed with PKA velocity along four non-dense crystallographic directions ([1�100], 

[112�1], [022�0] or [1�101]) with PKA energy of 20 keV. These simulations show that the size 

of the cascade does not depend on the initial PKA velocity direction, hence, within our 

model, neither does it affect the dislocation unpinning from the loop. 
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4.3.3. Determination of the cascade radius using the code Iradina [40] 

Since it is time consuming to perform MD calculations for each PKA energy, the open source 

binary collision approximation (BCA) code Iradina [40] is used to estimate the cascades radii. 

The code Iradina allows the extraction of the interstitials and vacancies resulting from a 

cascade of a given PKA energy. Iradina is a code very similar to the frequently used SRIM 

code [40] [41]. Calculations are performed on Iradina for 10000 PKAs at 5, 10, 15 and 20 keV. 

The convex-hull of the vacancies and interstitials is then computed, and, as earlier, the 

cascade radius 7� was deduced from the volume of the convex-hull /�. As shown in Figure 

12, the cascade mean radii for 5, 10, 15 and 20 keV are in the same ranges and lie between 

the two boundaries previously defined.  

Moreover, for a 20 keV cascade, the cascade radius is equal to 7.0 nm, which is close to the 

test cascade radii consistent with the MD calculations (found between 7 and 7.5 nm). Thus, 

the Iradina cascade radii can be used as a valid first approximation of the actual cascades 

radii. Calculations are then performed on Iradina to estimate the cascade radii between 2 

keV and 200 keV for 14 energy values. The values were linearly interpolated between the 

different energies. The results are presented in Figure 12. Nonetheless, if the spherical 

approximation is roughly adequate for low energies PKA, there is a strong deviation from 

this approximation for high energy PKAs due to the formation of subcascades. This 

phenomenon will be discussed more in depth in section 5. 

 

 
Figure 11 – (a) Cascade display at its peak of damage using the CNA module: the irregular atoms are displayed 

in blue, the green shape represents the cascade overlay using the MD “Construct Surface Mesh” module, the 

black lines represent the convex-hull of the cascade – (b) Vacancies (in red) and interstitials (in blue) obtained 

after the cascade relaxation using the Iradina software [40] and their convex-hull in black. 
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Figure 12 – Determination of the cascade radii as a function of the PKA energy: in green and grey using 

respectively the “Construct surface Mesh” module and the convex-hull method on the MD calculations, in black 

the convex-hull of the vacancies and interstitials obtained with the BCA code Iradina [40] after the relaxation of 

the cascade. 

4.4. Summary of the methodology  

The MD simulations have shown that the unpinning is more likely to occur when the cascade 

is generated in such a way as to encompass the pinning points of the dislocation and as the 

stress is getting larger. A closed-form model is developed in order to provide an estimate of 

the effective volume for a wide range of energies and loop characteristics. The model is 

based on the assumption that for the unpinning to occur, the cascade, considered to 

develop within a spherical volume, must encompass both pinning points of the dislocation.  

Considering these simplifications, two parameters are needed to estimate the effective 

volume: the pinning point spacing ∆9::;<�., which depends on the stress level and on the 

loop characteristics, and the cascade radius 7�<=>?@., which depends on the PKA energy.  

For a given loop, a single MD calculation of the interaction of dislocation with the loop is 

needed to extract the pinning points spacing depending on the stress. The cascade radius for 

a given PKA energy can be estimated from quick BCA calculations using the code Iradina [40].  

5. Comparison to ion and neutron irradiations 

5.1. Comparison to the in situ experiments 

Gaumé et al. [18] measured experimentally the mean pinning lifetime at room temperature 

for a “high” stress level (close to the critical stress). For each stress level, this lifetime can be 

expressed in terms of the number of “efficient” cascades around a given pinning point per 

unit of time `���<�., for a given loop size and density, as 

�a<�. =  J
bcdd<D. .                                                                         (4) 

To estimate the number of “efficient” cascades, we have implemented a methodology 

similar to the one Kaoumi et al. developed to determine the average number of thermal 

spikes generated per ion [42]. A calculation is performed using the Monte Carlo code SRIM 

[43] in full cascade mode for ef:g1 = 10 000 ions in the experimental conditions of Gaumé 

et al. [18]: 1 MeV Kr+ for a specimen thickness of h = 150 nm. The PKA energy distribution 
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predicted using SRIM is represented in Figure 13. The loop characteristics in terms of size 

and density used in our MD calculations are assumed to be representative of the loops 

observed experimentally at room temperature. Every cascade (j) and the energy of the 

corresponding PKA (=>?@
k ) are recorded. However, high energy PKAs break up into 

subcascades, and we consider that cascades with energies =>?@ above a threshold energy 

=l2 break up into 
=>?@ =l2\  spherical subcascades with an energy of =l2. De Backer et al. 

[44], combining BCA and MD calculations, suggest a threshold energy for zirconium of 40 

keV. A lower value of 10 keV is suggested by Zhou et al [45]. This value represents the 

transition between unfragmented cascades and cascades that are fragmented into both 

connected and unconnected cascades. However, in our model, we consider that the shape of 

a cascade fragmented into connected subcascades can be on average, as a first 

approximation, represented by one spherical cascade. This moves the threshold energy into 

higher values of around 40 keV based on Ref. [45]. Therefore, we have selected a threshold 

energy =l2 of 40 keV.  

For each cascade <j. generated in the SRIM calculation, we define a volume density per unit 

time mk  of similar cascades generated experimentally. Knowing the experimental ion flux n 

and the specimen width h, mk  can be estimated according to  

mk =  o
pqBrs4t .                                                                              (5) 

Knowing the energy =>?@
k  of each cascade (j), the effective volume around the pinning point 

related to each cascade can be calculated at every stress level using expression (1). The 

number of “efficient” cascades for a given pinning point per unit time can then be expressed 

as follows 

`���<�. = ∑ mk/���v�, =>?@
k w k = o

pqBrs4t ∑ /���v�, =>?@
k w .k                        (6) 

Since the experiments of Gaumé et al. [18] were performed at very high stress levels, the 

mean pinning point lifetime is calculated for stress levels above 0.8�� using (2) and (4). 

Figure 14 represents the variation of the mean pinning lifetime with increasing stress for a 

threshold energy =l2 of 40 keV. To show the influence of the choice of the threshold energy, 

the range of pinning point lifetimes for threshold energies in between 30 keV and 50 keV are 

also represented. This figure illustrates that for high stress levels, the mean pinning point 

lifetime is of the same order of magnitude as in the experiments. It also shows that there is a 

great influence of the threshold energy chosen on the mean pinning lifetime, especially as 

the stress lowers.  
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Figure 13 - Distribution of PKA energies predicted with the code SRIM in full calculation mode for 10 000 ions, 

and obtained with SPECTRA-PKA using a typical neutron flux spectrum. The data (*) are taken from [46]. 

 
Figure 14 - Mean pinning lifetime evolution with stress obtained experimentally at high stress (solid line in 

black) [18], and with our model for a threshold energy =xy of 40 keV (dashed line in green), the hatched colored 

region represents the range of pinning point lifetimes for threshold energies in between 30 and 50 keV.  

The strain rate %z can be deduced from the mean pinning point lifetime, knowing the mean 
pinning point spacing { and the dislocation density m|, using the following equation: 

%z = m|} +
x~ .       (7) 

According to Eq. (4) and Eq. (6), %z is directly proportional to the flux. Figure 15 represents 
the variation of %z n⁄  as a function of the stress under the same conditions as in the 
experiments of Gaumé et al. [18] ({ = 1 4 10�� m and m|  = 10JJm-2), and taking a Burgers 
vector } of 3.23 4 10�J� m. However, it is important to note that the strain rate is 
estimated here assuming that the dependence of the mean pinning lifetime on the relative 
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stress � �P⁄  obtained using our molecular dynamics simulation box can be extrapolated to a 
larger system.  

For stresses above 0.8��, the strain rate follows the law: 

%z = �n � D
D���

 .     (8) 

where � is around 3.77 4 10�� dpa-1 and � is of 8.33. In this equation, the flux n is 
expressed in dpa/s. The high value of the stress exponent � is consistent with a high stress 
irradiation creep behaviour.  

 

 

Figure 15 – Variation of the strain rate as a function of the stress for Kr ion irradiation and neutron irradiation.  

5.2. Application to neutron irradiation 

The methodology is now applied to neutrons in order to assess the relevance of the 
proposed mechanism in the case of neutron irradiation in-reactor. Adrych-Brunning et al. 
[47] calculated the PKA energy spectra for zirconium and zirconium alloys in PWRs using the 
software SPECTRA-PKA [48, 49, 50]. The outputs of the calculations for pure Zr using a typical 

PWR neutron flux spectrum [47, 50] are freely available to download [46]. The PKA 
distribution thus obtained is represented in Figure 13. Adrych-Brunning et al. [47] reported 

an average PKA energy of 6.9 keV, which is higher than the average PKA energy calculated 
using SRIM for the Kr irradiation, which is around 4 keV. This suggests that the PKAs 
generated during a neutron irradiation are more likely to be effective than the PKAs 
generated during an ion irradiation.  

Table 2 represents, for four stress levels, the minimum PKA energy for which the unpinning 
is possible, and the proportion of PKAs that are effective in the case of ion irradiation and 

neutron irradiation. This evaluation is based on the raw data of SRIM and SPECTRA-PKA and 
takes into account the fragmentation of high-energy cascades into subcascades with a 
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threshold energy of 40 keV using the method described above. This table shows that there 

are more effective PKAs in the case of a typical PWR neutron irradiation than a 1 MeV Kr 
irradiation, which is explained by the higher proportion of very low energy PKAs in the case 
of ions in comparison with neutrons, as it can be seen in Figure 13.  

Table 2 – Minimum energy for an effective PKA and proportion of effective PKAs for ion and neutron irradiation 

for four stress levels. The data (*) are extracted from [46]  

Stress level  0.8�P 0.85�P 0.9�P 0.95�P 

=�����b (keV) 21.5 16.1 11.8 6.7 
Proportion of effective PKAs - 
Kr irradiation  7.65% 8.41% 9.37% 11.59% 
Proportion of effective PKAs - 
neutron irradiation (*) 11.51% 13.85% 17.17% 23.91% 

 

The mean pinning lifetime can, again, be estimated knowing the number of recoils per 

volume per second m�  corresponding to the PKA energy =>?@� : 

�a<�. =  J
bcdd<D. = J

∑ ���cddvD,����� w �
     (9) 

The strain rate can then be estimated using Eq. (7). The evolution of %z n⁄  with � ��⁄ , 

represented in Figure 15, shows that the strain rate in the case of in-reactor neutron 

exposure condition also follows the law presented in Eq. (8), with a coefficient � around 

6.96 4 10�� dpa-1 and a coefficient � of 8.93. The coefficient � is very similar to the one 

obtained with ions and is consistent with high stress irradiation creep usual behavior. For 

stress levels ranging from 0.8�P to 0.9�P, the ratio of the strain rate (in s-1) divided by the 

damage rate (in dpa s-1), %z n⁄ , ranges between 9.12 4 10�� dpa-1 and 2.63 4 10�� dpa-1. 

The irradiation creep compliance for zirconium alloys is in the order of 10�� up to 10�� MPa-

1 dpa-1 [5, 51, 52]. Thus, for a stress around 100 MPa, %z n⁄  is around 10�� up to 10�� dpa-1. 

Therefore, the values obtained for %z n⁄  using our model are not negligible compared with 

the strain rates measured in reactor, and the mechanism proposed may be relevant to 

explain irradiation creep deformation at high stress levels.  

 

 

6. Conclusions 

A mechanism of irradiation creep at high stress levels was proposed by Gaumé et al. for 

zirconium alloys [18]: a dislocation pinned on an irradiation defect can be released by a 

displacement cascade occurring in an effective volume around the pinning points of the 

dislocation. Here, we performed numerous MD simulations in α-zirconium to investigate 

statistically the effect of 20 keV displacement cascades on a screw dislocation pinned on an 

interstitial loop at different stress levels.  

The main findings of this work are:  
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• A direct unpinning by displacement cascades of a dislocation pinned on an interstitial 

loop is observed at high stress levels in the MD simulations (for stress levels equal to 

0.86��, 0.89��, 0.93�� and 0.97��); 

• The dislocation unpinning seems to occur when the displacement cascade 

encompasses the two pinning points of the dislocation;  

• The effective volume expands with increasing stress, which is in good agreement with 

the experimental observations of Gaumé et al. [18];  

• A simple closed-form model is proposed: the unpinning occurs when the cascade, 

assumed spherical, intercepts both pinning points of the dislocation. The 

determination of the effective volume is thus reduced to simple geometrical 

considerations depending on two parameters only: the cascade radius, which can be 

deduced from BCA calculations performed on Iradina [40], and the distance between 

the pinning points, which can be determined from a single MD simulation; 

• The effective volumes calculated at different stress levels using this simple model are 

in good agreement with the one estimated from the MD simulations of cascades on 

pinned dislocation;  

• The mean pinning point lifetime in the experimental conditions of Gaumé et al. [18] 

is estimated using this model and is found in the same order of magnitude for high 

stress levels as in the experiments, indicating that the unpinning mechanism 

proposed can explain the stop-and-go dislocation motion observed experimentally; 

• When applied to a usual PWR neutron irradiation of pure zirconium, the proportion 

of effective PKAs is predicted to be higher for a neutron irradiation than for a Kr ion 

irradiation. 

• Both for Kr ion and PWR neutron irradiation, the strain rate follows a creep law %z =
�n<� ��⁄ .�, with a high stress exponent � of 8.33 for a Kr ion irradiation, and 8.93 for 

a usual PWR neutron irradiation of zirconium, which is compatible with a high stress 

irradiation creep behavior. The strain rates predicted for PWR neutrons can be 

significant and can provide a valid explanation for high stress irradiation creep.  

 

7. Appendix 

The intersection of two spheres of equal radius R centered on (0, 0, 0) and (d, 0, 0) is a circle 

lying in the (yz) plane at � =  �/2 with a radius a defined as follows: 

� = 1
2 �47E K �E 

The volume / of the three-dimensional lens common to the two spheres can be calculated 

by adding the volume of the two spherical caps of height 7 K |
E (dashed volume represented 

in Figure 16)  

Moreover, the volume /� of a spherical cap of height � for a sphere of radius R is defined by: 

/� = [�E
3 <37 K �. 
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Thus, the volume of the lens at the intersection of the two spheres is (with � = 7 K |
E): 

/ = 2/� = [
12 <27 K �.E<47 - �. 

 

Figure 16 – Intersection between two spheres of equal radius.  

 

 

8. Data availability 

The raw/processed data required to reproduce these findings cannot be shared at this time 

due to technical or time limitations. 
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